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Herrera Moves to Modify Bike Plan Injunction
to Improve Safety for Bicyclists, Pedestrians
Market and Octavia Intersection Leads List of Locations Where Cyclists
Have Suffered an Alarming Increase in Collisions with Cars
SAN FRANCISCO (Dec. 1, 2008)—City Attorney Dennis Herrera today moved to enable key public
safety improvements for bicyclists and pedestrians in San Francisco by requesting modifications to a July
2007 court order that generally prohibits the City from implementing its 2004 Bicycle Plan until it has
fully evaluated possible environmental impacts. The request filed with San Francisco Superior Court
Judge Peter J. Busch this afternoon was accompanied by a declaration from City Traffic Engineer Jack
Lucero Fleck and more than 100 pages of supporting evidence detailing an alarming increase in the
number of collisions between bicycles and automobiles at locations throughout San Francisco. Herrera's
motion additionally seeks permission from the court to install bike racks at two locations to alleviate
obstructions caused by illegally parked bikes, which city traffic engineers have identified as potential
hazards to pedestrians and the disabled. General relief is also requested from the court to allow city
engineers to undertake limited modifications involving traffic control devices and pavement markings
under strict circumstances when necessary to improve public safety for bicyclists, pedestrians and
motorists.
"Even in the midst of disagreements over the scope of environmental review, Judge Busch has
demonstrated sound judgment in recognizing the City's duty to protect public safety," said Herrera. "We
are confident that our motion today makes a compelling case for how we can best address and alleviate
hazards to cyclists and pedestrians while respecting the limits of the court's injunction. With more and
more commuters making use of bicycles as their preferred means of transportation, we have an obligation
to do what we can to make bicycling as safe as possible on San Francisco streets. I am grateful to
SFMTA Executive Director and CEO Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr., Director of Parking and Traffic Bond Yee,
City Traffic Engineer Jack Fleck, and all the staff at the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
for their hard work, expertise and commitment to improving safety for bicyclists and pedestrians in San
Francisco."
"We have a responsibility to do everything we can to make sure that San Francisco provides as safe of a
bicycling environment as possible," said Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr., SFMTA CEO/Executive Director. "We
appreciate City Attorney Dennis Herrera's work to assist us in our efforts and we share his respect for
Judge Busch's decision-making in this area."
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Leading the list of locations to which Herrera is seeking safety improvements is the intersection of Market
Street and Octavia Boulevard, where at least fifteen bicyclists have been struck by cars since the entrance
to U.S. Highway 101 opened there on Sept. 9, 2005. Herrera's request notes that the hazard is
distinguished not simply for having the highest rate of such collisions in the city, but also because the
accidents uniformly involve bicyclists hit by motorists making illegal right turns. To most effectively
prevent further automobile-bicycle injury collisions, city traffic engineers have recommended combining
the currently separate automobile and bicycle lanes eastbound on Market Street approximately 120 feet
before the Octavia Boulevard highway entrance. The new design, which is consistent with many
intersections around the city, would designate a clearly marked shared lane for motorists and bicyclists so
that they queue up in front of each other rather than side by side. A similar design is used at the
intersection of Market and Gough Street two blocks to the east, where only two bicycle-automobile
collisions have been reported in five years.
Herrera is also seeking safety improvements at five other locations throughout the city that have
witnessed similarly troubling increases in the number of accidents between cyclists and motorists.
Measures recommended by city traffic engineers to help minimize existing hazards include signage and
roadway markings such as "sharrows," which indicate shared lanes for bicyclists and motorists. Angled
striping is additionally requested in some areas to warn cyclists of door zones to address the increased
incidence of dooring collisions.
Specific locations for which safety improvements are sought include:
•

Polk Street between Beach and Market Streets, where 73 motor vehicle-bicycle collisions have
been reported since 2003.

•

The length of Valencia Street, where the 65 motor vehicle-bicycle collisions reported since 2003
include a large proportion of "dooring" incidents.

•

The Third Street Corridor, where the 32 collisions involving cyclists and motorists reported since
2003 include one fatality of a bicyclist struck by a truck at Third and Marin Streets.

•

Folsom Street between 13th Street and the Embarcadero, where 52 bicycle-related injury
accidents have been reported in the last five years.

•

Lower Market Street, from 8th Street to the Embarcadero. Some 179 bicycle injury collisions
have occurred along the entire length of Market Street, from Castro Street to the Embarcadero
(including the Market and Octavia intersection) over the past five years.

Herrera is also seeking permission from the court to install bike racks at two locations: Church Street near
Market Street; and Dolores and Guerrero Streets near 18th Street. City traffic engineers have identified
obstructions caused by the increased number of illegally parked bicycles as potentially hazardous
conditions for passing pedestrians and the disabled. General relief is also requested under the injunction
to enable the city to make limited modifications involving traffic control devices and pavement markings
under strict circumstances in order to improve public safety for bicyclists, pedestrians and motorists.
Judge Busch's order of June 18, 2007 effectively continued a June 20, 2006 preliminary injunction issued
by Judge James L. Warren, which prohibited the City from implementing the San Francisco Bicycle Plan
until environmental review of the plan was completed in accordance with the California Environmental
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Quality Act, or CEQA. The order came after a two-year legal onslaught from two unincorporated
associations opposed to City policies that encourage bicycling—the "Coalition for Adequate Review," or
CAR, and "Ninety-Nine Percent"—and local blogger and perennial political candidate Rob Anderson. In
April 2008, Herrera sought and obtained leave from Judge Busch to undertake safety modifications under
the injunction to the intersection of Fell and Masonic; a request at that time for safety improvements to
the Market and Octavia intersection was denied "based on the factual showing before the Court."
Herrera's new motion notes that three additional collisions between bicyclists and right-turning motor
vehicles have occurred there since the original request was denied.
The SFMTA is in the process of working with the San Francisco Planning Department, the Office of
Major Environmental Analysis and a consultant team to prepare an environmental impact report to meet
the environmental review requirements of the Court's order under its reading of CEQA. A Draft
Environmental Impact Report on the Bicycle Plan was published on Nov. 26, 2008. City officials
anticipate final publication of the EIR in the Spring of 2009, following the required public review and
comment period.
The case is: Coalition for Adequate Review et al. v. City and County of San Francisco, San Francisco
Superior Court No. 505-509, filed July 28, 2005.
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INTRODUCTION

1
2

By this motion, the City respectfully requests the Court's approval of narrow, public safety-

3

based modifications of this Court's Preliminary Injunction and Peremptory Writ of Mandate

4

("Injunction") prohibiting the City from implementing the San Francisco Bicycle Plan ("Bike Plan"

5

or "Plan") until the City has completed its environmental review of the Plan under the California

6

Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq.1 This relief is

7

necessary to permit the City to alter the intersection of Market Street and Octavia Boulevard, and

8

five other designated street corridors, to prevent the growing number of bicycle versus automobile

9

accidents at those locations, and to install bike racks at two specific locations where the

10

proliferation of illegally parked bikes has created a hazardous pedestrian environment with

11

potentially tragic results. In addition, the City seeks to modify the Injunction to allow the City,

12

based on the judgment of professional traffic safety engineers, to make limited improvements under

13

certain conditions to address other public safety hazards, without prior court approval. None of

14

these requested modifications to the Injunction will interfere with the City’s on-going CEQA review

15

of the Bike Plan, are inconsistent with the purpose of the Court’s Injunction, or will commit the City

16

to re-adopting the Bike Plan or any of the specific projects contained within it.

17

The City sought relief from the Injunction once before, in April 2008. Then, the City

18

requested modification of the Injunction to alter two intersections: Market Street at Octavia

19

Boulevard and Fell Street at Masonic Avenue. That motion, like this one, was based on the number

20

of collisions that had occurred at those intersections between bicyclists and motor vehicles. The

21

Court granted the City’s request in part, allowing the City to alter the intersection of Fell and

22

Masonic but denied the request as to Market and Octavia “based on the factual showing before the

23

Court.” [See Order, attached as Ex. 2 to Declaration of Jack Fleck, filed herewith (“Fleck Decl.”).]

24
25
26
27

1

As the Court is aware, in June 2007, this Court issued a Judgment Granting Petition for
Peremptory Writ of Mandate (“the Writ”) ordering the City to conduct environmental review on the
San Francisco Bicycle Plan. The writ continued in effect the Court’s Preliminary Injunction issued
on June 20, 2006.
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1

Yet, in the short time since the Court denied the City's motion as to Market and Octavia,

2

there have been three more collisions between bicyclists and right-turning motor vehicles at that

3

intersection. In addition, the City has become aware of several street corridors in San Francisco that

4

have experienced a disproportionately large number of bicycle collisions, and two locations where

5

the absence of adequate bicycle racks has led to significant illegal bicycle parking that creates a

6

hazardous environment for pedestrians and the disabled. By this motion the City seeks to modify

7

the Injunction to permit the City to address these site-specific safety concerns. The physical

8

improvements are relatively minor, and most only involve adding additional pavement markings on

9

existing bicycle routes, including "sharrows."2

10

In addition, the City seeks a narrow safety-based modification to the Writ to allow it to

11

address other potential public safety hazards as it would in the ordinary course. This modification is

12

also necessary because, while the number of bicyclists in San Francisco is steadily increasing, the

13

number of bicycle injury collisions is increasing at an even faster rate. This trend suggests that the

14

broad scope of the Injunction issued by the Court in June 2006, and continued in effect by the

15

Peremptory Writ of Mandate in June 2007, has had the unintended consequence of constraining the

16

ability of the City's professional traffic engineers to address changing conditions to provide for

17

traffic improvements that make bicycling in San Francisco safer for pedestrians, cyclists, motorists

18

and public transit riders. After almost a decade of declining annual collision numbers, for the first

19

time in 2007, the number of bicycle injury collisions increased over the previous year. By this

20

motion, the City seeks the Court's permission to address this growing public safety concern.

21

The City is preparing the environmental review required by the Court in support of new

22

bicycle lanes, intersection and traffic signal improvements outlined in the San Francisco Bike Plan –

23

many of which are also designed to increase the safety of bicycling in San Francisco. Completion

24
25
26
27

2

"Sharrows" – the nickname for shared roadway markings – are pavement markings
consisting of a bicycle with two chevron/arrows above it. They are a new pavement marking
adopted by Caltrans in 2005, after recommendation by the California Traffic Control Device
Committee. Sharrows guide bicyclists to the optimal spot on a street away from the "door zone" of
cars parked at the curb, encourage motorists to give more space when passing cyclists, and reduce
the incidence of bicycle riding on sidewalks and riding the wrong way on streets.
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1

of the environmental impact report will help facilitate a reversal of this disturbing trend of

2

accidents, should the City subsequently approve the Bike Plan based on that report.3 But in the

3

meantime, for the reasons set forth below, the City seeks the narrow and specific modifications of

4

the Injunction to significantly improve public safety.

5

As recognized in the Court's April 2008 order granting in part the City's earlier motion,

6

modification of the Injunction is within the Court’s discretion. The California Code of Civil

7

Procedure allows modification of an injunction if modification would serve the “ends of justice.”

8

(Cal. Civ. Pro. Code § 533.) Here, the ends of justice are served because modifying the Injunction

9

will permit the City to create a safer environment for users of the intersection of Market and Octavia

10

and the five specific corridors discussed below, create a safer pedestrian environment for the City's

11

residents and visitors, and will not prejudice the City’s compliance with CEQA on the Bike Plan.

12

The interests of justice similarly support the City's additional request to allow for needed

13

improvements determined by the City's professional traffic safety engineers to address public safety

14

hazards under the proposed conditions where those improvements will not prejudice the City's

15

compliance with CEQA. The Court should modify the Injunction and allow the proposed specific

16

improvements and the process for making future improvements based on the judgments of

17

professional traffic safety engineers.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

18
1.

19
20

The Role of the City's Professional Traffic Engineer

The City Traffic Engineer – an engineer licensed by the State of California – and staff

21

supervised by the City Traffic Engineer are responsible for the ongoing design, and evaluation of

22

the effectiveness of many features of City streets and sidewalks that affect the flow of vehicular,

23

bicycle and pedestrian traffic. Designs must be consistent with state and federal. While vehicular

24

travel will likely never be 100% safe, improving safety is among the most important considerations

25

guiding the work of the City’s Traffic Engineer and staff. These engineers routinely use

26
27

3

The City published a Draft EIR on the Bike Plan on November 26, 2008. After the
required public review and comment period, the City anticipates that a Final EIR will be published
in Spring 2009.
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1

information from a variety of sources to identify areas where safety can be improved through use of

2

traffic control devices. (Id. at ¶ 7.) In doing so, they consider the safety of all roadway users,

3

including people traveling by foot, wheelchair, bicycle, and motor vehicle.

4

The most important information sources are updated data on collisions that have already

5

occurred on City streets as reported through the California Statewide Integrated Traffic Record

6

System (SWITRS), and reports and requests received from the traveling public. The City Traffic

7

Engineer, Jack Fleck, estimates that a majority of the more than 1500 requests for traffic

8

improvements the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency ("SFMTA") receives each year

9

are motivated by concerns about safety. (Id. at ¶ 9.)

10

The SFMTA issues an annual Collision Report that identifies locations with the largest

11

number of collisions. (Attached as Ex. 3 to Fleck Decl.) Because of the increasing volume of

12

bicyclists using San Francisco streets, in 2008 the SFMTA issued a Bicycle Injury Collision Report

13

that looks in greater detail at the characteristics of collisions involving bicycles. Based on these and

14

other routine analyses, traffic engineers may recommend improvements that from time to time get

15

incorporated into larger scale planning documents like the Bicycle Plan. But with or without such

16

planning documents, traffic engineers, in the exercise of their professional judgment and based on

17

new information and changing conditions, routinely suggest improvements to various traffic

18

controls to improve the safety of San Francisco streets.

19
20

2.

Recent Bicycling Trends

One of the duties of the City Traffic Engineer is to observe trends in traffic patterns and user

21

data. For example, over the past several years, the City has seen and encouraged a steady increase

22

in the use of bicycles. (Fleck Decl. at ¶ 16-17.) Both City and federal data show that the number of

23

persons using bicycles has increased significantly. For example, in August 2006, staff at the San

24

Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (“SFMTA”) conducted a count of the number of

25

bicyclists at 35 locations throughout the City, generally between 5:00 PM to 6:30 PM. (Id. at ¶ 16.)

26

In August 2007, counts at the same intersections at the same times showed a 15% increase over the

27

previous year. Most recently, counts in August 2008 – again at the same intersections and times –

28

showed a 24% increase in bicycle traffic over 2007 totals. (Id.)
4
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1

Similarly, the annual American Community Survey conducted by the United States Census

2

Bureau reported that the percent of San Francisco respondents reporting that they use a bicycle as

3

their primary means of transportation to work increased from 2.3 in 2006 to 2.5 in 2007. (Id. at

4

¶ 17.) This is one of the highest percentages of bicycle commuters of any major American city.

5

(Id.) The SFMTA’s Draft San Francisco’s State of Cycling Report concludes that 5.9% of all trips

6

taken in San Francisco in 2008 are on a bicycle (as opposed to a motor vehicle, transit or walking),

7

with over 128,000 trips made by bicycle per day. (Id.)

8

But this increase in bicycling has been accompanied by an even greater proportionate

9

increase in the number of bicycle-involved injury collisions on San Francisco streets. For example,

10

there were 451 bicycle collisions in San Francisco in 2007 (most involving automobiles), an

11

increase of 31% over the 343 collisions in both 2005 and 2006. (Id. at ¶ 15.) Within the overall

12

total of bicycle injury collisions, there has been a significant increase in the number of “dooring”

13

collisions – collisions involving the unsafe opening of traffic-side vehicle doors. In 2006 there were

14

27 dooring collisions, but in 2007 there were 46, an increase of 70 percent. (Id.)

15

The evidence shows that as the use of bicycles increases, the need to implement public

16

safety improvements, such as traffic signs, signals or pavement markings, also increases. Although

17

there was a 19.3% decline in the number of bicycle collisions from 1998 to 2006, since 2006 that

18

trend has reversed: 2007 had the highest number of bicycle injury collisions since 1998. (Id.)

19

While bicycling usage increased by 15% between 2006 and 2007, the number of reported bicycle

20

accidents increased by 31%, suggesting that the demand for safe bicycling facilities appears to be

21

growing more quickly than the City’s ability to supply them. Despite this alarming increase in

22

collisions, the City has been unable to make any improvements to City streets that it would

23

otherwise make to address the safety needs of bicyclists, an unintended consequence of the

24

Injunction in this case.

25
26
27
28

3.

Bicycle Accidents and Potential Hazards Identified by the Traffic
Engineer.

As noted in the City’s previous request for modification of the Injunction, the intersection of
Market and Octavia has had a number of accidents involving bicycles and illegally right-turning
5
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1

vehicles. The City's Traffic Engineer continues to suggest that this intersection be modified to

2

require bicycles and vehicles to share a single lane of traffic. Although the City has installed

3

additional improvements since the intersection opened in September 2005, there have been 16

4

collisions between a bicycle4 and a vehicle at this location, including five since the installation of a

5

raised concrete traffic island with object markers and safe-hit posts in December 2007.

6

In addition, the City recently prepared an analysis of bicycle collisions throughout the City

7

that documents the number of collisions along several City street corridors over a five year period.

8

(See Memo from Jack Fleck to Nathaniel Ford (“Ford Memo”) attached as Ex. 5 to Fleck Decl.)

9

This analysis identifies the ten corridors with the largest number of bicycle collisions in the last five

10

years. After reviewing the causes of many of the accidents along these corridors, City traffic

11

engineers identified certain measures that will likely improve safety and prevent accidents along the

12

following corridors: Polk Street, Valencia Street, Third Street, Folsom Street and Market Street.

13

These measures include sharrows (described above), angled striping within existing bicycle lanes,

14

and installing the text legend “watch doors,” all of which discourage bicyclists from riding in the

15

“door zone,” and thereby preventing further dooring collisions.

16

Finally, the City Traffic Engineer has received complaints about bicycles secured to the low-

17

level Muni platforms on Church Street at Market Street. (Fleck Decl. at ¶34.) Bicycles illegally

18

secured to the railings on these platforms frustrate a fundamental safety feature of the platforms by

19

blocking the exit path between the railings. The gaps in the railings were designed to allow waiting

20

passengers to exit the area if a vehicle should suddenly mount the platform. In addition, bikes

21

parked on these boarding islands can block the accessible path of travel required by the Americans

22

with Disabilities Act, and can endanger passengers with limited vision whose wayfinding devices

23

do not detect the presence of a bicycle at ground level. The City Traffic Engineer recommends

24

installing several bicycle racks on adjacent sidewalks to provide other nearby and legal options for

25

bicyclists wishing to park their bikes. The City Traffic Engineer also recommends installing bicycle

26
27

4

One of the collisions involved a motorcycle, not a bicycle, in the bike lane.
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1

racks to alleviate potentially hazardous overcrowded conditions on sidewalks on 18th Street between

2

Guerrero and Dolores Streets. (Id. at ¶ 35.)

3

These recommendations by the City Traffic Engineer require modification of the Injunction,

4

which prohibits the City from “eliminating traffic lanes and/or parking on any street named or

5

described in any part of the Bicycle Plan . . . , installing any signs, pavement markings or making

6

any other change to any street, traffic signal, building, sidewalk or other land use or physical feature

7

in San Francisco to implement the Plan or any part of it, including its maps.” Therefore, by this

8

motion, the City seeks permission from the Court to implement the recommendations of the City’s

9

traffic engineering professionals.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

I.

ARGUMENT
THE COURT HAS DISCRETION TO MODIFY THE INJUNCTION TO SERVE
THE ENDS OF JUSTICE.
California Civil Procedure Code section 533 expressly gives the Court the power to modify

a previously issued injunction “upon a showing that . . . the ends of justice would be served by the
modification . . . of the injunction . . . .” (Cal. Civ. Pro. Code § 533.)
The “ends of justice” has been interpreted to allow a court to modify an injunction to
prevent further damage to property. For example, in Little v. Schwartz (1960) 182 Cal.App.2d 594,
the Court modified an injunction to prevent further damage to buildings and cattle on land accessed
by an easement. There, the court had issued an injunction requiring an easement across defendant’s
land. (Id. at p. 595.) After 10 years, the defendant property owner requested a modification of the
injunction to allow a locked gate across the easement which would allow use by the easement
holder, but prohibit use by others who had been trespassing and damaging defendant’s property.
(Id. at p. 596.) The court modified the injunction to allow the locked gate stating:
Under the circumstances, it seems neither just nor equitable to permit
continuing substantial damage to a valuable acreage by giving the restraining
order the strict construction demanded by the major part of the decree; … a
lock, which will readily admit plaintiff and those lawfully using the road to
his property, will be maintained for the sole purpose of keeping out
trespassers, we believe, under the circumstances, and in view of the purpose
for which the restraint was originally provided, that the injunction portion of
the judgment relating solely to the maintenance of the locks is subject to
modification to serve the ends of justice.

28
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1

(Schwartz at p. 600-601 [emphasis added].)

2

In this case, an unintended consequence of the broad scope of the Injunction has prevented

3

the City from making improvements that it would have otherwise made in the ordinary course of

4

business to address the safety of the bicyclists and drivers who must share the intersections and

5

streets addressed in this motion. If the cases have recognized that avoiding property damage is a

6

sufficient ground upon which a court may exercise its discretion to modify an injunction and serve

7

“the ends of justice,” then avoiding serious injury or death must be a sufficient ground to narrowly

8

modify the Injunction and allow the City to make the improvements as requested here.

9

II.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE, THE COURT SHOULD MODIFY THE
INJUNCTION TO PERMIT ALTERATIONS TO STREET CORRIDORS WITH
INCREASED NUMBERS OF BICYCLE COLLISIONS.
A.
To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Allow the City to Modify the
Intersection of Market and Octavia in the Upper Market Corridor.
The City’s 2007 Annual Collision Report identifies the intersection of Market Street at

Octavia Boulevard as one of the top 10 locations for collisions in the City. Regarding collisions
involving bicycles, the intersection of Market and Octavia has had the single highest number of
collisions between its opening in September 2005 and the end of 2007.5 This intersection is
remarkable not only for the sheer number of bicycle injury collisions, but also because each of the
collisions is of the same type: a bicyclist hit by an illegally right-turning vehicle. Since the
intersection was opened with its present configuration in September 2005, there have been a total of
16 such collisions. (Fleck Decl. at ¶19.) While a few other intersections in the City have had
similarly large numbers of total accidents, the incidents at those intersections vary in their cause.
For example, a bicyclist might be broadsided by a vehicle running a red light or hit by a vehicle
illegally changing lanes. By contrast, accidents at Market and Octavia all result from the same
illegal conduct on the part of motorists.
In its order denying the City's previous motion for relief from the Injunction to permit
modifications at Market and Octavia, the Court denied the City’s request “based on the factual

26
27

5

This is likely true even through the date of this filing, although up-to-date injury bicycle
collision information for the rest of the City is currently available only through December 2007.
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1

showing before the Court.” (See Order at p.1.) The Court suggested that it required further data

2

regarding the safety of this intersection in the wake of modifications the SFMTA had made in mid-

3

December, 2007. But in the six months since the City last came to this Court for relief, there have

4

been three more accidents caused by the same conduct that the City hopes to discourage by further

5

modifications to the intersection, for a total of five since December 2007.

6

Based on this new data, the City again respectfully requests permission to modify the

7

intersection of Market and Octavia to help protect against further bicyclist injuries by replacing an

8

eastbound Market Street lane and the adjacent bicycle lane with a narrower shared lane. This

9

design requires motor vehicles and cyclists to merge before the intersection, as they do at the

10

intersection of Market and Gough Streets just two blocks east. In five years, the intersection of

11

Market and Gough has experienced only two collisions involving a bicycle and right turning

12

vehicle. In the professional opinion of the City’s Traffic Engineer, this modification is the most

13

effective means of preventing further illegal right-turn automobile-bicycle collisions. To make this

14

modification, the City requires relief from the terms of the Injunction to install sharrows and

15

remove - but also replace - some surface parking spaces.

16

B.

17
18

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Modify the Injunction to
Allow the Installation of Additional Sharrows and other Pavement
Markings on Polk Street Between Beach and Market Streets.

Currently, bicycle facilities on Polk Street include a combination of bicycle lanes and

19

sharrows. Despite these facilities, the segment of Polk Street between Beach Street and Market

20

Street has seen 73 motor vehicle-bicycle collisions since 2003. (Ford Memo at p. 5.)

21

To address the number of collisions on Polk Street, the City's Traffic Engineer recommends

22

increasing the frequency of sharrow markings, from two to three per block (an addition of

23

approximately 70 sharrows), and installing angled striping within the current bicycle lane to

24

discourage bicyclists from riding in the “door zone.” (Fleck Decl. at ¶18.) The City would also

25

update pavement markings that now say “bike lane” with a more recently approved bike lane

26

symbol marking.

27
28
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5
6
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8
9
10
11
12

C.

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Allow the City to Modify
Pavement Markings on Valencia Street Along Its Entire Length.

Valencia Street has existing bicycle lanes, although in some parts, the lane consists of only
one line – the line between the bike lane and motor vehicle lanes, not the line separating the bike
lane from the parking lane. Despite the partial bike lane, the corridor had 65 collisions between
2003 and 2007 involving bicycles and motor vehicles, particularly “dooring” incidents. Based on
the recommendation of the City Traffic Engineer, the City proposes to modify the current pavement
markings on Valencia Street by adding “Watch Doors” text in the bike lane, increasing the length of
the parking “T” marks to discourage bicycles from riding in the door zone, and installing an interior
bike lane line marking where none currently exists. (Fleck Decl. at ¶ 18.)
D.

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Allow the City to Install
Sharrows in the Third Street Corridor.

Currently, Third Street does not have any bicycle-related pavement markings installed. City

13

traffic engineers are concerned about Third Street because of recent changes in the road network

14

due to the opening of the Third Street Light Rail line and the Illinois Street Bridge. Since 2003,

15

Third Street between Market Street and Highway 101 has had 32 injury collisions involving

16

bicycles, despite a relatively low number of bicyclists – only 14 during the 2008 Citywide bicycle

17

count. In July, a bicyclist was killed on Third Street at Marin Street in a collision with a truck. (Id.

18

at ¶18.) In addition, the presence of heavy and light rail tracks pose special hazards to bicyclists,

19

whose tires can get caught in the gap between the tracks and the street, causing bicyclists to fall.

20

To help remedy these public safety issues on Third Street, the City, based on the

21

recommendation of the City Traffic Engineer, seeks to install sharrows in both directions, from the

22

Hwy 101 off-ramp to Cargo Way (approximately 2 miles). In addition, the City seeks to install

23

sharrows in both directions on Illinois Street between Cesar Chavez Street and the Illinois Street

24

Bridge bike path (.3 miles). The City will also install additional warning signage about how to

25

safely cross train tracks, and install additional signage directing cyclists from Third Street to the

26

Illinois Street Bridge bike path. (Id.)

27
28
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E.

1
2

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Allow Symbols and Striping
In Existing Bicycle Lanes on Folsom Street Between 13th Street and the
Embarcadero.

Folsom Street has an existing bicycle lane from 13th Street to the Embarcadero. There have

3
4

been 52 injury bicycle collisions in the last five years along this segment. Based on the

5

recommendation of the City Traffic Engineer, the City seeks to update the existing pavement

6

markings in the bike lane (which use the text “bike lane”) with a more recently approved bike lane

7

symbol, and install angled striping within the bicycle lane to discourage bicyclists from riding

8

within the door zone. (Id.)
F.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Allow Sharrows and Symbols
to Be Added to Lower Market Between 8th Street and the Embarcadero.

Market Street is a designated San Francisco bicycle route. Bicycle route markings on Lower
Market Street (Market Street from Embarcadero to 8th Street) now consist exclusively of sharrows.
This section of Market Street attracts a large number of bicyclists per day (246 were counted during
the 2008 Citywide Bicycle Count). Combined with Market Street between 8th Street and Castro
Street (which includes Market at Octavia), Market Street saw 179 bicycle injury collisions in the
past five years. (Ford Memo at p. 5.) Based on the recommendation of the City Traffic Engineer,
the City seeks to increase the frequency of sharrows along Lower Market Street from two symbols
per block to three symbols per block – an addition of 6 new sharrows. (Fleck Decl. at ¶ 18.)
III.

IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE, THE COURT SHOULD MODIFY THE
INJUNCTION TO ALLOW THE INSTALLATION OF BIKE RACKS AT CHURCH
STREET NEAR MARKET STREET AND ON DOLORES AND GUERRERO
STREETS, NEAR 18TH STREET.
The City also seeks to install bike racks in two congested locations identified by the City’s

22

traffic engineers to eliminate hazardous conditions that result from illegally parked bicycles. These

23

conditions raise safety concerns for passing pedestrians, which can be avoided or minimized by the

24

modifications requested below.

25
26
27

A.

The Court Should Modify the Injunction to Allow the City to Install
Bicycle Racks on Church Street near Market Street.

The SFMTA has received complaints from the public about the large number of bicycles
that park on the low level MUNI boarding islands on Church Street on both sides of Market Street.

28
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1

(See Ford Memo at p.10 and photo at p. 11.) The boarding islands are uniquely situated between

2

lanes of vehicle traffic. They are specifically designed with gaps in the railings to allow people to

3

quickly and safely exit the island if a vehicle mounts the island. (Fleck Decl. at ¶ 34.) When

4

bicycles block these gaps, people on the island could be trapped between vehicles and the railing.

5

Such an accident could result in serious injury or death. In addition, bicycles illegally parked on

6

these narrow boarding islands can block the accessible path of travel required by the Americans

7

with Disabilities Act, and can endanger passengers with limited vision whose wayfinding devices

8

do not detect the presence of a bicycle at ground level. The protruding handlebars and pedals of

9

bicycles on the islands can also injure passengers under crowded boarding conditions. (Id. at ¶ 34.)

10

To alleviate the hazards created by bicycles parked on these traffic islands, the City Traffic

11

Engineer recommends that the City install additional bicycle racks on Church Street near Market

12

Street, to provide alternate—and legal—parking for bicycles. (Id.) In combination with signs on

13

the boarding islands prohibiting bicyclists from parking on the boarding islands and directing them

14

to legal bike parking, the additional bike racks will reduce the risk of injury at these locations.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

B.

To Protect Public Safety, the Court Should Modify the Injunction to
Allow Bicycle Racks on Dolores and Guerrero Streets near 18th Streets.

The block of 18th Street between Dolores Street and Guerrero Street, adjacent to a corner of
Dolores Park, has several successful businesses that attract a significant amount of vehicle, bicycle
and pedestrian traffic. There are nine bike racks installed on this block, but they are often full. (Id.
at ¶35.) When the bike racks are full, bicycles are regularly locked to sign posts, parking meters or
even street trees. (See photo at p. 12 of Ford Memo.) This block also has heavy pedestrian traffic,
and several of the restaurants and cafes have outdoor seating. The City traffic engineers have
determined that the bicycles and pedestrians, together, make for over-crowded and potentially
dangerous conditions on the sidewalk. Such conditions create tripping hazards, block access to the
sidewalk for motorists who have parked their cars at the metered spaces, and at times block
wheelchair access to the sidewalk.
Among the 250 backlogged requests for installation of bicycle racks, four have come from
business located on this block. (Id. at ¶ 35.) After inspection of the location, the City's traffic
12
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1

engineers have determined that the absence of sufficient bike racks at this location could lead to

2

pedestrian injury. To help alleviate the consistently crowded conditions in this area, and based on

3

the recommendation of the City's Traffic Engineer, the City seeks to install up to ten bike racks on

4

Dolores Street and Guerrero Street. These adjacent streets both have wider sidewalks and lower

5

pedestrian and commercial activity. The racks would not require any changes to the streets

6

themselves, or to parking along the curb, and would be situated in accordance with SFMTA’s

7

current bike rack placement criteria. (Id. at ¶ 36.)

8

IV.

9
10
11

THE MINOR MODIFICATIONS TO THE INJUNCTION WILL NOT CAUSE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.
1.
The Improvement Measures Listed Above Are Not Projects Included In
the Bike Plan.
The Injunction prohibits the City from “eliminating . . . parking on any street named or

12

described in any part of the Bicycle Plan . . . . [and] installing any signs, pavement markings, or

13

making any other change to any street, . . . sidewalk. . . or other . . . physical feature in San

14

Francisco to implement the [Bike] Plan.” (Injunction at p. 2:12-16, filed June 20, 2006, attached as

15

Ex. 1 to Fleck Dec.) It also prohibits “undertaking any other changes to any street in San Francisco

16

or its hardscape or to . . . signs, pavement markings, . . . sidewalks . . in San Francisco to implement

17

the Plan or any part of it.” (Id.)

18

None of the measures outlined for any of the above corridors or streets are specifically

19

contemplated in the Bike Plan. But because one of the Bike Plan policies is to “prioritize” use of

20

sharrows – a pavement marking – the City is arguably enjoined under a literal reading of the

21

Injunction from adding sharrows or other pavement marking to the corridors described above. (See

22

AR 15:3485.) In addition, the installation of bicycle racks would change the sidewalk, and would

23

implement the Bike Plan’s goal of ensuring "plentiful, high-quality bicycle parking.” (AR 15:3500.)

24

In addition, as noted in the City’s previous request, the improvements to the intersection of

25

Market and Octavia are not part of either the previous Policy Framework or Network Improvement

26

Document, and are not included in the current proposed Bike Plan, now undergoing environmental

27

review. But the proposed modification uses sharrows and removes and replaces parking.

28
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2.

1

The Requested Modifications Will Not Have Environmental Impacts.

As noted in the City’s previous application, the improvements to the intersection of Market

2
3

and Octavia would not have any significant environmental impacts, particularly traffic or visual

4

impacts, and would be categorically exempt from further environmental review. (See Ex. 8 to Fleck

5

Decl.) Likewise, the installation of sharrows, other bike related pavement markings and bike racks

6

also would not have impacts on the environment. Indeed, the measures would be exempt from

7

further CEQA review under CEQA Guidelines Section 15301(c), which allows for an exemption for

8

alterations to existing highways and streets, sidewalks, bicycle trails, and similar facilities.
Moreover, none of the improvements commit the City to adopting the Bike Plan or any of

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

the specific projects within the Bike Plan, or interfere with the City’s ongoing CEQA review.
V.

IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE, THE COURT SHOULD MODIFY THE
INJUNCTION TO ALLOW THE CITY, BASED ON DETERMINATIONS MADE
BY ITS PROFESSIONAL TRAFFIC ENGINEER, TO RESPOND TO SAFETY
ISSUES ON SAN FRANCISCO STREETS.
The Injunction prohibits the City from “eliminating traffic lanes and/or parking on any street

named or described in any part of the Bicycle Plan . . . , installing any signs, pavement markings or
making any other change to any street, traffic signal, building, sidewalk or other land use or
physical feature in San Francisco to implement the Plan or any part of it, including its maps.” This
language seems to unintentionally prevent the City from meeting its ongoing obligation to respond
to potential public safety issues at the literally hundreds of streets mentioned in the Bicycle Plan.
The Market and Octavia example illustrates the City's need for flexibility to move quickly to
respond to safety concerns relating to bicycle traffic. Therefore, the City requests that the Court
modify the Injunction to allow the City to respond to safety issues without prior court approval,
even if the affected street is named in the Bike Plan, under limited circumstances where the City
Traffic Engineer and the Director of Transportation conclude that such a response is necessary to
protect the safety of bicyclists, pedestrians and motorists.
Specifically, the City requests that the Court modify the injunction to add the following
paragraph to the list of exemptions (Part B of the Injunction):
Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph A, the City shall have authority
to install, remove or modify traffic control devices or pavement markings, on
any street, to protect the public safety where, on the recommendation of the
14
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1
2
3
4

City Traffic Engineer and with approval of the Director of Transportation,
such modifications are necessary to improve public safety for motorists,
pedestrians or bicyclists, so long as such modifications (i) have been
subjected to any required environmental review, (ii) do not eliminate traffic
lanes or parking spaces and (iii) are not one of the specific short term projects
undergoing environmental review in the Draft Environmental Impact Report
published on November 26, 2008.

5

The above language strikes a careful balance between addressing the Court’s concern in

6

issuing the Injunction – namely avoiding an alteration in traffic patterns and levels of service on

7

City streets without proper environmental review – and allowing the City to respond to public safety

8

issues by making improvements that would ordinarily be addressed by qualified traffic engineers in

9

the exercise of their discretion and professional judgment.

10

Although the Court denied the City’s previous – and broader – request for discretion to

11

modify traffic control devices and traffic lanes and to remove parking spaces, the proposed

12

language above more narrowly tailors the relief sought to permit the City to change traffic signals

13

and pavement markings only, when necessary in the opinion of the City’s Traffic Engineer to

14

improve public safety, and when other criteria are met to ensure that the improvements do not

15

interfere with this Court's Order. The relief is only necessary for the limited period from now until

16

the City has returned to this Court its completed environmental review on the Bike Plan, as required

17

by the Writ, and the Court dissolves the Injunction. Such discretion would allow the City to quickly

18

respond to conditions such as those at Market and Octavia, where conditions warrant the review by

19

and expertise of qualified traffic professionals to address ongoing public safety concerns.
CONCLUSION

20
21

The Court should modify the Injunction to allow these modest changes to the streetscape in

22

San Francisco to protect the safety of the City's pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.

23

Dated: December 1, 2008

DENNIS J. HERRERA
City Attorney
KATE HERRMANN STACY
AUDREY WILLIAMS PEARSON
Deputy City Attorneys

24
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27
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I, Jack Lucero Fleck, declare:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth below, except for those stated upon

information and belief, and if called upon to testify, could and would competently testify thereto.
2.

I am the City Traffic Engineer under Article 200 of the San Francisco Transportation

Code for the City and County of San Francisco (“City”), working in the Parking and Traffic
1
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Division of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (“SFMTA”). I have worked for

2

SFMTA (previously under the Department of Parking and Traffic (DPT) and the Department of

3

Public Works) since 1986, previously holding the positions of Senior Engineer, Engineer, Associate

4

Engineer, Assistant Engineer, and Junior Engineer. I graduated from the University of Illinois with

5

a Bachelors degree in Civil Engineering in 1969. I am a licensed Traffic Engineer in the State of

6

California.

7

3.

I am aware of and have carefully read the June 18, 2007 Judgment Granting Petition

8

for Peremptory Writ of Mandate in Coalition for Adequate Review v. City and County of San

9

Francisco (San Francisco Superior Court Case # 505-509), as well as the June 20, 2006 Preliminary

10

Injunction issued against the City which prevents the City from implementing, with few exceptions,

11

projects contained within the 2004 Bike Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in June 2005 as

12

part of the San Francisco General Plan. Attached as Exhibit 1 is the June 18, 2007 Judgment;

13

Exhibit A to that Judgment is the June 2006 Preliminary Injunction. I am also aware that the City

14

has not appealed the Court’s judgment, and is instead preparing an environmental impact report

15

pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). I am familiar with the timeline

16

presented by the San Francisco Planning Department for the completion of that report, which is

17

scheduled for Spring of 2009.

18

4.

I am also familiar with the City’s previous request to modify the injunction, filed in

19

April 2008. I have read the Court’s Order Granting in Part and Denying In Part Respondent’s

20

Motion for Order Modifying Preliminary Injunction and Peremptory Writ of Mandate and it is

21

attached as Exhibit 2. By that Order, the Court allowed the City to modify the intersection of Fell

22

Street and Masonic Street. This modification has been completed, and as of the date of this

23

declaration, the City has had no reports of bicycle injury collision accidents with motor vehicles

24

turning left from Fell onto southbound Masonic.

25

5.

The Court’s Order denied the City’s request to modify the intersection of Market

26

Street and Octavia Street “based on the factual showing before the Court.” The Court apparently

27

believed that the installation of a raised concrete traffic island on December 14, 2007 would stop the

28
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1

pattern of collisions between eastbound cyclists and illegally turning motor vehicles.

2

Unfortunately, since installation of the concrete raised traffic island there have been five such injury

3

bicycle collisions, including three since the April 29, 2008 hearing.

4

TRAFFIC AND BICYCLE SAFETY IN GENERAL

5

6.

As City Traffic Engineer it is my responsibility to ensure that all streets in San

6

Francisco are designed to operate safely. To do so, the Parking and Traffic Division of the

7

Municipal Transportation Agency analyzes available data regarding the use of the City's streets.

8

We then design traffic signals, signs, pavement markings, and other roadway features in an effort to

9

improve the safety of all roadway users. In doing so, we are not free to do whatever we want.

10

Rather, in order to ensure consistency throughout the state and/or the country, we must design

11

improvements that comply with the federal and state standards found in the California Manual on

12

Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

13

7.

There are several methods we use to analyze safety issues. First, in order to identify

14

potential safety hazards, the Parking and Traffic Division gathers data generated by the California

15

Statewide Integrated Traffic Record System (SWITRS), and thereafter prepares an Annual Collision

16

Report. The Annual Collision Report identifies trends in collisions as well as specific high collision

17

locations and identifies traffic engineering improvement measures. A copy of the 2007 Collision

18

Report is attached as Exhibit 3. The Annual Collision Report includes bicycle collisions.

19

8.

Second, MTA analyzes the SWITRS data that pertains specifically to bicycles. The

20

MTA prepared its first San Francisco Bicycle Injury Collision Report (BIC Report) in February

21

2008, which reported on trends in bicycle injury collision frequency, causes, demographics, and

22

locations between 1998 and 2006. The BIC Report is attached as Exhibit 4. We intend to use this

23

report to help identify traffic engineering and other initiatives that, subject to availability of funding,

24

may enhance safety.

25

9.

Third, the Parking and Traffic Division receives a large volume of requests from the

26

public for safety improvements. Over the past three years I estimate that we have averaged a total

27

of 32 such requests per week (1,621 letters per year) to our engineering and planning sections. The

28
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majority of these requests are safety related. (Some address only parking issues.) In response to

2

these letters we make an average of 225 traffic signal changes and roughly 1000 sign and striping

3

changes per year—e.g. new signs, modified signs, striping changes, color curb changes, etc.

4

10.

Fourth, in response to requests, we sometimes prepare special analyses focusing on

5

particular issues or neighborhoods, such as analyzing collisions in particular neighborhoods to

6

support development of localized traffic calming projects. For example, during 2007 SFMTA

7

installed 22 speed humps as a result of nine traffic calming neighborhood studies.

8
9

11.

The Traffic Engineering Division has responsibility for analyzing and improving the

safety for all roadway users – including motor vehicle drivers, pedestrians, public transit riders, and

10

bicyclists. The activities described above are routine responsibilities for the MTA Traffic

11

Engineering Division. Although the 2004 San Francisco Bicycle Plan summarized a number of

12

recommendations that had been developed by the Traffic Engineering Division, these

13

recommendations would have been put forward with or without the existence of the Bicycle Plan

14

just as we routinely make recommendations to improve pedestrian safety, though the City does not

15

publish a San Francisco "Pedestrian Plan." Indeed, bicycles are simply one type of vehicle that the

16

Traffic Engineering Division must accommodate when ensuring the safety of San Francisco streets.

17

Many traffic safety improvements (e.g. better signals, striping, signing, regulations) help bicycles,

18

pedestrians and other modes of traffic. Conversely, improvements that are specifically geared

19

toward bicycle safety can also improve safety for other roadway users. For example, by increasing

20

the distance between moving automobiles and people exiting parked vehicles, bicycle lanes help

21

improve safety for drivers. Therefore, any of the traffic safety work described above may improve

22

bicycle safety.

23

12.

Because of questions and concerns about bicycle collisions, we recently prepared an

24

update to the BIC Report that includes collision data through 2007. This update, a memorandum to

25

the Director of MTA titled “Bicycle Collision Analysis” dated November 21, 2008, is attached as

26

Exhibit 5 (“Ford Memo”). This memorandum analyzes recent bicycle collision data and makes

27

recommendations regarding actions to improve bicycle safety on several streets and at two locations

28
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1

where the lack of bicycle racks, and the resulting proliferation of illegal bicycle parking, is creating

2

a hazardous environment for pedestrians and transit passengers.

3

13.

Unlike traffic engineering methods geared towards motor vehicles, traffic

4

engineering specifically geared toward improving bicycle safety is relatively new. The Manual on

5

Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) was originally published in 1935 following several

6

efforts in the 1920s to systematize signing, striping, and signals. Although the MUTCD continues

7

to undergo refinements, many of its features have been in place for decades. For example, we take

8

for granted that a stop sign throughout the United States will be octagonal shaped and have white

9

letters on a red background, or that a double yellow centerline means “Do not pass.” Application of

10

traffic and automotive engineering techniques, along with driver education and police enforcement,

11

have resulted in a steady decline in auto related injuries. For example, Figure 1 in the 2007

12

Collision Report (Exhibit 3) shows a 34% decline in injury collisions in San Francisco from 1998 to

13

2007—from 4,599 in 1998 to 3,021 in 2007. Even more dramatically, traffic fatalities in San

14

Francisco have declined steadily from a high of 158 in 1927 to only 42 in 2007.

15

14.

In the case of bicycle standards, traffic control devices are much less developed.

16

Much research and testing is underway. For example, in 2000 the City and County of San

17

Francisco developed a design and recommended placement procedure for installation of shared

18

pavement arrows – known as sharrows – which guide bicyclists away from door zones; this

19

proposal was adopted by the MUTCD in 2005 after extensive nationwide discussion. Traffic

20

engineers are actively experimenting with these and other new signs, signals, and pavement

21

markings to improve bicycle safety. Much testing is needed for improvements specifically geared

22

to bicycle safety because bicycling has been growing as a mode of transportation in recent years.

23

15.

Our recent update to the BIC Report – the Ford Memo attached as Exhibit 5 –

24

reveals a disturbing trend. As reported in the BIC Report, since 1998, the number of injury bicycle

25

collisions in San Francisco has shown significant decline. While there has been some annual

26

variability, between 1998 and 2006, injury bicycle collisions declined by 19.3%. Unfortunately, in

27

2007, this improvement was reversed. For the first time in 2007, the number of injury bicycle

28
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collisions increased over the 1998 level. In 2007, there were 451 bicycle collisions (most involving

2

automobiles), an increase of 31% over the 343 injury bicycle collisions in both 2005 and 2006.

3

Likewise, there has been a significant increase in the number of “dooring” collisions – collisions

4

involving the unsafe opening of traffic-side vehicle doors. In 2006 there were 27 dooring collisions,

5

but in 2007 there were 46, an increase of 70 percent.

6

16.

As described in the Ford Memo, there has been a significant increase in bicycling as

7

a mode of transportation in San Francisco. In August 2006, SFMTA staff conducted a count of the

8

number of bicyclists at 35 locations throughout the City, generally between 5:00 PM to 6:30 PM. In

9

August 2007, counts at the same intersections at the same times showed a 15% increase. Most

10

recently, counts in August 2008 – again at the same intersections and times – showed a 24%

11

increase over 2007 totals.

12

17.

Federal data also shows a recent increase in cycling. The annual American

13

Community Survey conducted by the United States Census Bureau reported that between 2006 and

14

2007 the percent of San Francisco respondents reporting that they use a bicycle as their primary

15

means of transportation to work increased from 2.3% to 2.5%. The SFMTA’s Draft San Francisco’s

16

State of Cycling Report concludes that 5.9% of all trips taken in San Francisco in 2008 used a

17

bicycle (as opposed to a motor vehicle, transit or walking), with over 128,000 trips made by bicycle

18

per day.

19

18.

After reviewing the most recently available collision data, I believe that demand for

20

safe bicycle facilities in San Francisco is increasing at a rate that has surpassed the City's ability to

21

supply such facilities. In fulfillment of my responsibilities as City Traffic Engineer, and in my

22

professional judgment, I believe that traffic engineering improvements are needed at a number of

23

locations throughout the City. To best protect the safety and welfare of the entire public, I believe

24

these improvements should be implemented without regard to the development of the City's updated

25

Bicycle Plan which is currently undergoing environmental review. Because the City is prohibited

26

from implementing some of the recommendations due to the Injunction, the City seeks modification

27

of the Injunction in order to implement the following improvements:

28
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•

Folsom Street Corridor. Folsom Street has an existing bicycle lane between 13th

2

Street and the Embarcadero; however, there remains a disproportionately high rate of

3

collisions along this corridor. Many of these collisions are "dooring" collisions,

4

involving motor vehicle passengers who open doors into a travel lane without

5

checking to see if they can do so safely. I believe some collisions could be prevented

6

by installing new symbols in the bike lanes, as well as angled striping which

7

indicates where in the bicycle lane the “door zone” is. These pavement markings

8

should encourage bicyclists to ride outside the door zone.

9

•

Polk Street Corridor. The Polk Street corridor includes a combination of both

10

bicycle lanes and sharrows; however, there remains a disproportionately high

11

number of collisions along this corridor. In parts of the corridor that have an existing

12

bicycle lane, I believe some collisions could be prevented by installing the same

13

angled stripe markings proposed for the Folsom Street corridor. In parts of the

14

corridor that have existing sharrows, I recommend installing approximately 70

15

additional sharrows to remind motor vehicle drivers that they must share the road.

16

•

Lower Market Street Corridor. Lower Market Street is an existing bicycle route

17

denoted by sharrows, also with a disproportionately high number of collisions. I

18

believe some collisions could be prevented by increasing the number of sharrows

19

from two to three per block. This would add approximately six sharrows.

20

•

Third Street Corridor. The Third Street Corridor merits attention due to the recent

21

construction of the Third Street Light Rail Line and the Illinois Street Bridge. Third

22

Street also has a disproportionately high number of injury collisions. A bicyclist was

23

recently killed in a collision with a truck at Third Street and Marin Street. To help

24

prevent some collisions, I believe that the City should install sharrows along Thirds

25

Street, northbound from the Highway 101 off-ramp to Carroll Avenue, and

26

southbound from Carroll to Paul Avenue, in both directions on Third Street from

27

Davidson Avenue to Cargo Way, and in both directions on Illinois Street between

28
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Cesar Chavez Street and the Illinois Street Bridge bicycle path. I also recommend

2

installing additional warning signage about how to safely cross train-tracks, and

3

directional signage directing bicyclists from Third Street to use the Illinois Street

4

bicycle path.

5

Market Street and Octavia Boulevard

6

19.

Market Street at Octavia Boulevard continues to merit special attention as outlined in

7

my previous Declaration in Support of Request for Order Modifying Preliminary Injunction and

8

Peremptory Writ of Mandate filed March 28, 2008. Octavia Boulevard opened to traffic on

9

September 9, 2005, replacing the elevated portion of the Central Freeway (US-101) north of Market

10

Street. Since that time, at least 16 bicyclists have been hit by cars at Market Street at Octavia

11

Boulevard. Attached as Exhibit 6 are 3 collision reports from the San Francisco Police Department

12

documenting the most recent of these collisions. The collision reports for the previous 13 collisions

13

were attached to my declaration filed March 28, 2008. Below is a summary of my testimony in the

14

previous declaration with regard to the design and issue regarding Market Street and Octavia

15

Boulevard.

16

20.

The intersection of Market Street and Octavia Boulevard is controlled by a four-

17

phase traffic signal. A diagram of the intersection is attached as Exhibit 7. This portion of Market

18

Street is a two-way divided roadway, separated by a raised median island. Based on motor vehicle

19

counts performed on June 20-21, 2007 and bicycle counts performed on March 12-13, 2008 this

20

portion of Market Street carries approximately 18,000 vehicles and 550 bicycles per day. The

21

eastbound approach to the intersection has three traffic lanes and a striped, dedicated bicycle lane:

22

the left travel lane is a left-turn only lane; the second lane from the left is mixed-flow (streetcars and

23

general vehicular traffic) with streetcar tracks; the third lane from the left is a through traffic lane;

24

and the bicycle lane is adjacent to the curb. The eastbound approach is on a six-percent downhill

25

grade.

26
27
28
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21.

At the southbound approach to the intersection, Octavia Boulevard is a four-lane

2

divided roadway, separated by a raised median, with two through traffic lanes in each direction.

3

The freeway on-ramp (southbound past Market Street) has two through traffic lanes.

4

22.

The Octavia Boulevard design includes a prohibition on right turns from eastbound

5

Market Street onto the entrance to the Central Freeway at Octavia Boulevard. Consequently, the

6

original design included standard traffic control devices to convey the No Right Turn regulation to

7

motorists in accordance with applicable engineering standards. These included “no right turn”

8

signage on the signal mast-arm and at the southwest corner of the intersection, and a “no turn”

9

pavement message in the right-most, eastbound traffic lane.

10

23.

After the opening of Octavia Boulevard, SFMTA engineers observed that a sizable

11

minority of motorists were violating the No Right Turn regulation. At traffic counts performed on

12

September 28, 2005 from 7 to 8 am, 33 vehicles illegally turned right from Market Street on to the

13

freeway on-ramp. On January 25, 2006, between 7 and 8 am, 36 vehicles made this illegal turn.

14

That same afternoon, between 4 and 5 p.m., 16 vehicles illegally turned right.

15
16

24.

variety of traffic engineering measures to reinforce the no right turn regulation:

17
18

Based on these observations, over many months SFMTA engineers implemented a

a) March, 2006. Added straight (vertical) green traffic-signal arrows facing eastbound
traffic.

19

b) March, 2006: Added “No Turn” pavement messages for eastbound traffic.

20

c) April, 2006 and June, 2006: Added “No Right Turn” signs facing eastbound traffic.

21

d) May, 2006. Painted a white traffic island between the right-most vehicular traffic lane

22
23
24
25
26

and the bicycle lane
e) January, 2007: Installed safe-hit posts on the painted traffic island (flexible plastic posts
designed to delineate traffic that deflect and return to an upright position when hit by a vehicle);
f) February, 2007: Installed larger guide signs at, in advance of, and past the subject
intersection indicating alternative routes to the freeway.

27
28
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2
3

g) February, 2007: Installed a “Watch For Bicycles” (symbol) warning sign in advance of
the intersection.
h) December, 2007: Replaced the painted traffic island with a raised concrete traffic island,

4

installed object markers atop the new island, installed new safe-hit posts and striping approaching

5

the new island, and adjusted the lane extension markings through the intersection.

6
7
8
9
10

i) April, 2008: Installed a warning sign for eastbound bicyclists alerting them to the
possibility of vehicles making illegal right turns.
Photographs of the intersection taken in January and February 2007, and attached as 6, show
the improvements listed above, except for the raised median island.
25.

These improvements have significantly reduced the number of illegal right turns. At

11

traffic counts performed in May 2007 and again in January of 2008, during the morning and

12

afternoon commute hours, staff observed from zero to five illegal right turns.

13

26.

While the installation of improvements to remind motorists of the right turn

14

prohibition has reduced the number of motorists illegally turning right onto the Central Freeway the

15

number of reported injury collisions between bicycles and illegally right-turning vehicles has not

16

declined. From September 2005 until January 2007, there were 5 collisions; between February

17

2007 and November 2007 there were 6 such collisions; and between December 2007 and today,

18

there have been 5 collisions. This far exceeds the rate of injury bicycle collisions at every other San

19

Francisco intersection between September, 2005 and December, 2007.

20

27.

Thus, SFMTA efforts to reinforce the No Right Turn regulation at Market and

21

Octavia have succeeded in significantly reducing the incidence of illegal right turns, but have not

22

reduced the rate of bicycle-involved collisions. To address this issue, SFMTA engineers identified

23

a number of design options that could be implemented at the intersection of Market Street and

24

Octavia Boulevard, which we believe would be effective in improving the safety of bicyclists and

25

pedestrians at the intersection.

26
27
28

28.

I continue to recommend a shared lane design under which, bicycles and vehicles

queue up behind each other rather than side by side. This option eliminates the conflict between
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illegal right turns and bicycles by placing bicycles and vehicles in the same lane of traffic.

2

Sharrows would be used to call driver and cyclist attention to the shared use of the lane by vehicles

3

and bicycles. Implementing a shared lane design would eliminate a maximum of one parking space,

4

but would allow creation of at least three other spaces, for a net gain of at least two parking spaces

5

on Market Street near Octavia Boulevard. Installing sharrows and eliminating the parking space are

6

prohibited by the Injunction.

7

29.

The Shared Lane design is similar to the traffic lane design on Market Street at

8

numerous locations. These include: Market at Church Street, at Guerrero Street, and at Gough

9

Street where the bicycle lane ends and bicyclists must merge with vehicles traveling in the traffic

10

lane. None of these intersections have a high rate of injury bicycle collisions caused by merging or

11

turning motor vehicles, and they are on the same route as Market & Octavia. For example, the

12

Market and Gough Streets intersection has had only one reported collision involving a bicycle

13

merging with traffic in the past five years. There have been no such collisions at Market and

14

Church or Market and Guerrero. Because of the low number of injury bicycle collisions at the

15

intersections cited above, SFMTA believes that a similar design (albeit with a right turn prohibition)

16

at Market Street and Octavia Boulevard will reduce the number of bicycle/automobile collisions.

17

30.

In my professional opinion as the City's Traffic Engineer, implementing a shared

18

lane design is likely to reduce collisions between cyclists and illegally turning vehicles at the

19

intersection of Market Street and Octavia Boulevard.

20

31.

A shared lane design has been analyzed with respect to its environmental impacts.

21

The San Francisco Planning Department Major Environmental Analysis Division (MEA)

22

determined implementation of a shared lane design to be categorically exempt from further CEQA

23

review because such a design would not reduce the existing number of vehicular travel lanes at the

24

intersection, and therefore would not affect the intersection Level of Service (LOS). Attached as

25

Exhibit 8 is a letter to SFMTA from MEA explaining their analysis.

26
27
28
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Bicycle Racks

2

32.

SFMTA has longstanding criteria for the placement of bicycle racks. Attached as

3

Exhibit 9 is a copy of this placement criteria. In general, bicycle racks will not be allowed on a

4

sidewalk unless there is a “minimum six foot width for a clear path of pedestrian travel, free of all

5

obstacles, including bicycles parked at the rack must be maintained at all times.” Compliance with

6

the criteria ensures that public streets and sidewalks are not unreasonably obstructed.

7

33.

If there are no bicycle racks provided at a given location, or the racks that are

8

provided are full, it is not uncommon for bicyclists to park their bikes adjacent to street trees, meter

9

poles, sign posts, or street furniture or other fixed object. Bikes parked to these alternative spots do

10

not always comply with the guidelines outlined in the placement criteria, therefore potentially

11

obstructing the needs of other persons using the City sidewalk. To discourage these “de facto” bike

12

racks, SFMTA encourages the installation of bicycle racks in accordance with the Placement

13

Criteria. Since June 2006, we have had approximately 250 requests for bike racks in 200 locations.

14

We have not permitted the installation of these racks due to the Injunction. The City seeks to install

15

bicycle racks at two locations where conditions warrant immediate attention.

16

34.

Bicycle Parking on Muni Board Islands: The SFMTA has received complaints

17

from the public about the large number of bicycles that park on the low level MUNI boarding

18

islands at Church Street on both sides of Market Street. (See Ford Memo photo, pg 11.) The

19

boarding islands are uniquely situated between lanes of vehicle traffic. They are designed with gaps

20

in the railings to allow people to quickly exit the island if a motor vehicle mounts the island. These

21

gaps are a primary design feature designed to protect the safety of Muni passengers and other

22

pedestrians on the boarding islands. If bicycles block these gaps, people on the island could be

23

trapped between a vehicle and the railing. Such an accident could result in serious injury. In

24

addition, bicycles parked on these boarding islands can block the accessible path of travel required

25

by the Americans with Disabilities Act, and can endanger passengers with limited vision whose

26

wayfinding devices do not detect the presence of a bicycle at ground level. The protruding

27

handlebars and pedals of bicycles parked on these narrow boarding islands can also trip passengers

28
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under crowded boarding conditions. Bicycles add to what are sometimes already congested

2

conditions on these boarding platforms. They service the J-Church Light Rail line, the 22 Fillmore

3

bus line and the 37-Corbett bus line. To alleviate crowding and avoid injury to pedestrians, I

4

recommend installation of additional bicycle racks on Church Street sidewalks within one block of

5

Market Street.

6

35.

Bicycle Parking in Congested Pedestrian Corridors. Of the backlog of

7

approximately 250 requests for bike racks, four have come from merchants on 18th Street between

8

Guerrero Street and Dolores Street. This block of 18th Street, which radiates from a corner of

9

Dolores Park, has several very successful businesses that attract a significant amount of vehicle,

10

bicycle and pedestrian traffic. Some of these businesses are restaurants that have popular sidewalk

11

seating. There are nine existing bike racks on this block. Because the existing bike racks are often

12

full, bicycles are often attached to street trees, meters, and other sign posts. Together, the bicycles

13

and heavy pedestrian traffic make for over-crowded conditions on the sidewalk. Such conditions

14

can cause tripping hazards, block access to the sidewalk for motorists who have parked their cars at

15

the metered spaces, and at times block wheelchair access to the sidewalk.

16

36.

To help alleviate these consistently crowded conditions in this area, I recommend

17

installing up to ten bike racks on Dolores Street and Guerrero Streets. These adjacent streets have

18

wider sidewalks and lower pedestrian activity. The racks would not require any changes to the

19

streets themselves or parking along the curb, and would be situated in accordance to SFMTA

20

current bike rack placement criteria policy.

21
22

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing

23

is true and correct and that this declaration was executed at San Francisco, California November ,

24

2008.

25

__________________________
Jack Lucero Fleck

26
27
28
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